Work: a play
(Possible assembly performance)

Notes to teachers
This activity can be used to follow the ‘Chores’ workshop, and, ideally, the
associated games workshop. Photos taken during these sessions will be useful as
visual aids.
This activity can be used throughout KS2, with age-appropriate expectations for
vocabulary and grammar.
Children could work on their scripts in pairs, rehearsing their conversation before
turning it into a play script. Stage directions could be simple, or highly descriptive of
the background against which the children are working.
The ‘performance’ could be extended by using a narrator to describe the setting, and
provide a link between different children’s scripts. This could then form the basis of
a class assembly.

Visual aids:
Pictures of tools used for chores, games in progress, school life. Picture of children
sharing tasks could also be useful visual prompts to assist with the activity.

Cross curricular links:
The work could be extended into DT (making a model stage set) and art
(backdrops).

Work: a play

Your Task:
Write a play script about two ‘historical’ children doing chores.
You will need to choose your characters and setting. Remember to set your writing
out as you would expect to see a play script written.

Things to think about:
Where are the children?
What stage descriptions will you need to set the scene?
What chores are they doing?
Would that affect their conversation? (Are they breathless due to effort of making
beds, what equipment might they ask each other to pass, what nastier chores have
they avoided?)
What stage directions might you need to show what they are doing?
Will you use a narrator?
Are the children working hard?
What will they talk about? They might be complaining about the work (is it physically
hard? Or smelly?), or making plans for when they’ve finished (what games will they
play?). They might be sharing dreams of what they will do as an adult.
How will your script end?

